
Seeking an exceptional SOUS CHEF to join our charismatic team.

The package for the right full time candidate is up to £38,000 and sponsorship is possible, IF living in
the UK.

WHO WE ARE: The Laundry Restaurant in Brixton is open everyday;, serving breakfast dishes at our
bustling bar and restaurant, through to cocktails and a full a la carte menu on the terrace at sundown.
Our ethos is anchored in delivering casual dining experiences, supremely. Inspired by the traditional
neighborhood bistro, our new world heritage and flair brings this all-day concept to life 7 days a week.

YOUR ROLE: Your job as Sous Chef is to lead our kitchen team with the support of our Head Chef.
Responsible for the coordination of kitchen operations you will have experience and passion in
delivering quality food standards, safety and staff welfare to an exceptional standard at all times. You
will be required to do a mixture of section and pass shifts and will have a full and thorough
understanding of each section and prep requirements, standards and ordering. You will be
responsible for all ordering and kitchen organisation and management on your shifts.

YOU WILL BE:
● Ambitious, hard working and charismatic
● Believe in creating culture and delivering exceptional service and food; all day everyday.

Excited by and passionate about seasonal trends and delivery of best culinary practises
● Driven by commercial profitability and will spot new opportunities of revenue growth
● Experienced in leading, managing and building kitchen team in a high-pressure environment;

processes, training, management, and ensuring EXCEPTIONAL food standards and quality
are delivered - every single moment of every single day

● Able to multi-task and work in a fast-paced environment - self motivated, self starter and relish
being ‘hands on’

● Committed to hospitality and to our company values, to provide an incredible hospitality
working environment, and able to communicate effectively and work closely with chefs of all
levels to manage and assign responsibility

● A desire to learn from, evolve with and add value to The Laundry Restaurant and its vision
● Must be reliable, passionate about giving great service and genuinely seeking a longer-term

role
● Straight up - no fuss, no-frills. You are honest, decent, and straightforward with others and

with our guests. Genuinely friendly at all times with colleagues and customers
● Indie spirit – you are independent in thought and spirit, not tied to what others say you should

or shouldn’t do
● Affinity for problem-solving
● Strong organizational skills and attention to detail
● Authentically a good human, basically!

WHAT WE OFFER: Excellent package, Bonus Scheme, Pension, Career development and
progression, Staff Meals, Team Travel and experiences (we took our team to Paris in 2023 to dine at
French Bistros and experience French culture!)


